
Voyager 

NASA’s most beneficial mission yet 

When Voyager, an amazing spacecraft, was 

launched in 1977, NASA knew they had had 

one chance and that if it wasn’t successful, 

they wouldn’t get another opportunity.  The 

satellite’s aim was to find out as much 

information as possible about the ‘Gas Giants’ 

and then transmit it back to Earth.  Jupiter, (the 

first of the ‘Gas Giants’) has a storm so massive you could fit earth into it 

three times; Saturn, half a billion miles further out, has fascinating rings; 

Uranus is tilted on its back; and finally, Neptune, three billion miles away 

from our planet, is a distant blur even in the finest of telescopes.  How can 

this be? 

Preparation 

In 1960, it was unthinkable. It was 

thought of as an ‘impossible mission’.  

The furthest they had ever made was 

putting things in the Earth’s orbit; 

therefore, even four years later when 

they had made it to Mars, the majority of 

scientists still believed that it would fail 

and even if Voyager got past the 

Asteroid Belt, could it collect any useful data? Yet, they had to go through 

with it because, in ten years, all the outer planets were going to be aligned - 

an opportunity that NASA couldn’t afford to miss. Satellite dishes were set 

up around the world so they were always in contact, and engineers were at 

work twenty-four hours a day pushing the limits of science and using the 



most advanced technology.  After ten years of hard work, Voyager was 

made and was out of our atmosphere. 

The Golden Disc 

The Golden Disc was placed on the side of the 

shuttle in the ‘clean room’ (a place where human 

bacteria couldn’t get into). On the disc, there are 

many things such as: 

● Photos of humans and what we do; 

● Images of how we eat and drink; 

● What our music sounds like; 

● Even descriptions how we learn things! 

The reason for the disc was so that if Voyager was found by other life-

forms they then would know some information about humans. The disc was 

golden so that it would last in space. Also, on the disc there are the 

following: number systems, paintings of landscapes, a car's engine, 

Beethoven’s fifth symphony and a greeting from every language in the 

world e.g. Serbian which says “We grant you everything good from our 

planet.” 

Jupiter and its amazing moons 

After seeing Jupiter -the first of the Gas Giants- 

Voyager was re-programmed to explore the biggest 

planet in our Solar System in further detail. Yet, the 

size was not what struck scientists most but the 

extreme conditions. It’s the stormiest planet in our 

Solar System with one hundred mile-an-hour winds; 

in addition, Jupiter has a mighty red spot - the heart 

of the storm. A machine of destruction, the Red Spot sucks in clouds, swirls 

them around for a bit then spits them out. Dr Edward Stone, a NASA 



scientist, thinks that “the red spot is a fantastic discovery and that 

previously I had thought that it was an island”. Furthermore, Jupiter has a 

dense atmosphere which is made up of hydrogen and helium.  In addition, 

if you put a human on Jupiter, they would be crushed by the pressure in an 

instant.  Giving off twice as much energy as it is given, scientists have 

come to think that the planet has a boiling centre which is full of metallic 

liquid caused by all the compressed gas making it some kind of 

powerhouse. 

As if Jupiter wasn’t amazing enough already, its 

moons just made it unbelievable. Scientists had 

expected the moons to be cold and made out of 

rock like our own moon.  However, Voyager’s 

photography told us otherwise; for instance, Io, the 

first of the major moons, is more geologically 

active than Earth with eight active volcanoes. Io 

enters Jupiter’s magnetic field, collects energy 

from it, leaves the field, then discharges it into 

Jupiter which causes all the storms.  In addition, 

Europa, which has an icy surface, might have 

warm water hidden under the ice.  Some scientists 

even go so far as to say, Europa has the best habitable surface in our solar 

system (other than Earth).  Callisto looks like it has got beaten and is 

believed to have collided with an asteroid and is now covered in craters.  

Finally, Ganymede, bigger than Mercury and with more cracks than our 

own moon, is the largest moon in our solar system. 

Saturn: how did it get its rings? 

When voyager came to Saturn, it was 

quickly re-programmed to focus on the 

rings.  Previously, Voyager had been made 

to fly through the discs; however, it never 

did and it wasn’t a bad thing: Voyager 

would have been ripped to bits.  The rings are made up of tiny rock and ice 

particles that have very few gaps in and are held in place by tiny moons 



known as ‘shepherds’.  ‘Spokes’ were things that caught one scientist’s 

eye: Professor Carolyn Porco.  They are small clouds of dust that hover 

over Saturn’s rings.  Professor Porco said: “It was an exhilarating 

experience knowing that you were the only person in the world that knew 

about the ghostly features.”  There’s only one question about the rings that 

still remains without an answer: where did they come from? 

Where is Voyager now? 

At this stage in Voyager’s journey, it has been out for 41 years and data 

takes over sixteen hours to send back to Earth.  Currently, Voyager is 

13,492,355,122 miles out from Earth.  Recently, Voyager came out of the 

heliosphere and entered the unknown.  What other secrets are hiding out 

there? 

 

 

 


